The proportion of certain type of hypotheses is a key component of many adaptive false discovery rate procedures in multiple testing. To date, a good estimator of the proportion of false null hypotheses under dependence is lacking. When the test statistics are jointly normally distributed and we are interested in assessing which of these statistics have zero means, the proportion of nonzero normal means (i.e., proportion of test statistics that have nonzero means), plays a crucial role. We develop a consistent estimator of this proportion when the correlation matrix of these statistics is known but the dependence among the statistics can be fairly strong. Our new estimator is based on the test statistics themselves rather than their p-values, and it can be used in combination with some recently proposed multiple testing procedures under dependence.
INTRODUCTION
Multiple testing has been widely conducted in differential gene expression studies (Efron, 2008) , genome-wide association studies (Zhang and Liu, 2011) , functional magnetic resonance imaging (Pacifico et al., 2004) , and classification of interstellar objects (Liang et al., 2004) . In typical multiple testing, there are m null hypotheses H i with associated statistics T i , i = 1, ..., m. The true status of each H i is denoted bys i such thats i = 0 (or 1) means H i is true (or false), but it is unknown which among these m null hypotheses are true. 
When R depends on a threshold t ∈ [0, ∞) such thatŝ i = 1 if and only if |T i | ≤ t, R is replaced by t.
Due to its improved characteristics in balancing the overall statistical power and error of an MTP (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995; Genovese and Wasserman, 2002) , control of the FDR has become very popular in the aforementioned fields. Among the existing MTPs that try to retain their FDRs under a prespecified level, there is a special family that incorporate a conservative estimatorπ 0 of π 0 in the sense that π 0 ≤ max {π 0 , E [π 0 ]} < 1, P -a.s.
when π 0 < 1, where P is the probability measure and "a.s." stands for "almost surely".
Such MTPs (Efron et al., 2001; Genovese and Wasserman, 2004; Benjamini et al., 2006; Blanchard and Roquain, 2009) , commonly termed "adaptive FDR procedures", can be more powerful than their non-adaptive counterparts, and they showed the importance of accurately estimating π 0 in the sense of (2). To induce better adaptive FDR procedures, many estimators of π 0 or of π = 1 − π 0 (the proportion of false nulls) have been proposed, and methods that derive them can be roughly categorized into three classes:
1. The "slope" method to estimate π 0 (Storey et al., 2004; Benjamini et al., 2006; Blanchard and Roquain, 2009 ) whose origin can be traced back to the slope intuition in Schweder and Spjøtvoll (1982) . Highly dependent on the (global or) local uniformity of the (empirical) density of the p-values, the slope method does not perform well under (strong) dependence (Blanchard and Roquain, 2009; Friguet and Causeur, 2011; Wang et al., 2011) . The slope method yields the factor-slope hybrid (FSH) method in Friguet and Causeur (2011) , which employs the same model in Friguet et al. (2009) and usesπ S 0 in Storey et al. (2004) to estimate π 0 based on the adjusted p-values.
2. Density estimation via some mixture model for the p-values to estimate π 0 , which divides into three branches: (a) mode matching (Efron, 2008; Schwartzman, 2008) . It is robust to dependence but requires π 0 ≥ 0.9; (b) nonparametric maximum likelihood estimator (NPMLE) in Langaas et al. (2005) . It relies on the shape constraints on the marginal p-value density and does not perform well under dependence; (c) Bayesian method (Ghosal and Roy, 2011) , which depends on a good prior for the unknown parameters and can be computationally demanding.
3. Fourier transform method (FTM) to estimate π (Jin and Cai, 2007; Jin, 2008) , which works only for independent or strongly mixing test statistics each of whose density has the location-shift (and scale) property.
The above categorization shows that consistency of estimation under strong dependence and adaptivity to smaller values of π 0 is not simultaneously achieved by any of the existing estimators of π 0 (or π). In view of this and the prevalence of dependence among measurements of current high-dimensional data (Klebanov and Yakovlev, 2007; Leek and Storey, 2008; Efron, 2010) , we aim to develop a better estimator of π that possesses these two properties in order to induce better adaptive FDR procedures under certain strong dependence. In particular, we consider the following setting. Suppose the vector of test
, Z is normally distributed with mean vector µ = (µ 1 , ..., µ m )
T and a known correlation matrix Σ > 0 representing certain types of strong dependency.
We want to consistently estimate the proportion of false nulls, i.e., nonzero normal means,
based on an observed vector z of Z, where we have taken H i to be a true null if µ i = 0.
Our strategy to develop the consistent estimator of π has three steps. First, we utilize the principal factor approximation (PFA) developed in Fan et al. (2012a) to decompose Z into two independent normal random vectors, such that the major vector contributes the major part of the covariance dependence between the components of Z and the minor vector consists of "weakly dependent" (to be specified in Section 2) random variables. We then establish the existence and property of a type of concave partially penalized least squares (CPPLS) estimate when the involved normal random errors are weakly dependent, and use these new results to estimate the major vector. Finally, we extend a key bound needed for the FTM to estimate π in Jin (2008) to the case of weakly dependent normal random errors with heterogeneous null distributions, and apply the extended FTM to components of the mean-shifted, estimated minor vector to estimate π consistently. We point out that the consistency of the estimated major vector is not necessary for that of the new estimator of π.
This consistent estimator, denoted byπ, achieves both consistency under certain strong covariance dependence represented by Σ and adaptivity to larger values of π. For Z with certain combinations of µ and Σ, it can help better control of the FDRs of some recently developed MTPs, such as those in Efron (2010) , Friguet et al. (2009) and Fan et al. (2012a) .
Further,π partially relaxes the equivalent restriction (i.e., π ≤ 0.1) the mode matching method of Efron (2008) has on estimating π, and it provides a partial answer to the quest suggested by Fan et al. (2012a) on estimating m 1 under arbitrary covariance dependence.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We restate the key ingredients of PFA in Section 2 and establish in Section 3 the existence and property of the CPPLS estimates with the penalty function in Zhang (2010) . The CPPLS estimate has an intricate connection with the partial consistency phenomenon revealed in Fan et al. (2012b) . In Section 4, we extend a bound on the difference between the phase functions in Jin (2008) to the case of weakly dependent, heterogeneous normal distributions. We then integrate these new results to construct the consistent estimatorπ in Section 5, and provide its implementation in Section 5.1. We present in Section 6 numerical studies on the performance ofπ. Section 7 ends the paper with a discussion (which includes howπ can be used in combination with some MTPs under dependence through "z-values", the invariance of π under certain circumstances, and how the assumption of a known correlation matrix can be relaxed). All proofs are given in Appendix A.
REVISITING PRINCIPAL FACTOR APPROXIMATION
We take the convention that a vector is always a column vector and restate the PFA in Fan et al. (2012a) as follows. From the spectral decomposition of Σ with eigenvalues
where
Components of w * are called the "principal factors" in Fan et al. (2012a) . Setting η = Gw * yields
We call η and v the "major" and "minor" vectors, respectively. Clearly, η is independent of v. Fan et al. (2012a) showed that there always exists a pair δ > 0 and 0
Therefore, whenever (5) holds,
where C = cov (v, v) = (c ij ) m×m is the covariance matrix of v, cov is the covariance operator, and · F denotes the Frobenius norm of a matrix. In this case, components of v are called "weakly dependent" by Fan et al. (2012a) .
CONCAVE PARTIALLY PENALIZED LEAST SQUARES
The role of PFA in estimating π is to decompose the strong covariance dependence embedded in Σ into a major part represented by the principal factors in w * and a weak part incorporated in v. Since an estimator of π usually does not perform well directly under strong dependence, we need to extract the major dependence in Σ by estimating the principal factors in w * and then estimate π from a slightly different estimate of the minor vector v.
The L 1 -regression used in Fan et al. (2012a) to estimate w * assumes π ≈ 0 and omits all nonzero µ i 's in the optimization. Such a strategy is to reduce the complexity of the under-determined system of equations in order to consistently estimate w * . However, here we are estimating π that is not necessarily close to 0, where the consistency of estimating w * is not needed. To exploit the sparsity of µ and allow for relative large π ∈ (0, 1/2), we consider the estimate, if it exists,
with
where · is the Euclidean norm, arg min denotes the set of local minimizers, and
is the penalty function with tuning parameter λ > 0. The authors of Fan et al. (2012b) thoroughly considered the case where ξ = Gw for w ∈ R k , G is a random matrix, the minimization of (8) is with respect to β and w, and ρ λ is the LASSO penalty in Tibshirani (1996) , and they demonstrated a partial consistency phenomenon for estimating µ and w * jointly. In contrast, (as will be clear later) we do not need the consistency of estimating either µ or w * (i.e., η) in order to consistently estimate π. Thus, we will focus on estimating η via (7) and (8) with much greater allowance in the accuracy ofη.
We will not explore (7) with a general concave penalty. Instead, we choose ρ λ to be the minimax concave penalty (MCP) in Zhang (2010) defined by its derivative as
with a second tuning parameter a > 0, where (x) + = max {0, x}. We remark that the arguments we will provide for the estimator in (7) also apply to concave penalties whose derivative bears a similar piecewise linear structure including the smoothly clipped absolute deviation (SCAD) penalty proposed in Fan and Li (2001) . Since the components of v in model (4) are weakly dependent and have heterogeneous distributions under the true null
is concave, and in (7) only β but not ξ (i.e., w) is penalized, we call (8) We now show the existence of a solution to (7) such thatη has the needed property for the extended FTM to estimate π later in Section 5.
Theorem 1 If µ * = max 1≤i≤m |µ i | is finite, and µ = O m δ 1 and m 2 γ m = O m 2δ 1 hold for some 0 < δ 1 < 1, then with probability approaching to 1 as m → ∞ there exists an estimateη of η from (7) such that η − η = O m δ 1 .
Since 0 < rank (G) = k ≤ m, Theorem 1 allows us to construct an appropriate estimatê w of w * such thatη = Gŵ and Gŵ − Gw * = O m δ 1 .
BOUND RELATED TO PHASE FUNCTIONS
Once we are able to control η − η , we will adapt the FTM to estimate π in Jin (2008) (referred to as "FT-based estimator") to our model to estimate π usinĝ
T is as in Theorem 1. The superior performance of the FTbased estimator has been justified in Jin and Cai (2007) and Jin (2008) for statistical models with independent or strongly mixing location-shift random errors with homogeneous null distributions. However, noticing that v i , i = 1, ..., m in model (4) are weakly dependent (which is different than being strongly mixing) and have heterogeneous null distributions (i.e., potentially different variances a
even if µ i = 0), we need to extend the FT-based estimator so that it can applied tov * .
and
for some ω (·) that is bounded on [−1, 1], symmetric around 0 and Lebesgue integrates to
wheref denotes the
Fourier transform of a function f ∈ L 1 (R). Obviously, ψ (t; 0) = 1 and
where * denotes the convolution. Further, Lemma 7.1 in Jin (2006) holds for the pair of functions in (11) and (12).
As done in Jin (2008), we define the underlying phase function
and empirical phase function
We remark that κ σ (·; ·) and ϕ m (·; ·) generalize corresponding functions in Jin (2008) by allowing for heterogeneous variance a −2 j for each v * j since there κ 1 (·; ·) has been used.
The performance of the FT-based estimator hinges upon how accurately ϕ m approximates ϕ, the oracle that usually knows the true value π. Specifically, the smaller δ m (t) = |ϕ m (t; v * ) − ϕ (t)| is, the more accurately ϕ m (t; v * ) estimates π. So, we first need to bound δ m (t). On the other hand, v * is unknown and needs to be estimated appropriately byv * in (10). Therefore, we also need to boundδ m (t) = |ϕ m (t; v * ) − ϕ m (t;v * )|. Through bounds on both δ m (t) andδ m (t), we will be able develop an FT-based estimator under the settings of model (4).
Theorem 2 If (5) holds, then, for any˜ > 0, with probability at least 1 −ε −2 p m tζ, a (1) ,
for some finite constant M > 0. In particular, when
for any γ ∈ (0, 1).
Theorem 2 bounds δ m (t) when the random errors, i.e., v j 's, are heterogeneous and weakly dependent. Therefore, it generalizes the bound on δ m (t) in Jin and Cai (2007) and Jin (2008) for normal random errors that have the same variances under the null and are strongly mixing.
CONSISTENT ESTIMATOR
We are ready to introduce the new estimator of π when π is fixed when m is large. When the distance ofη from η, the minimal speed a (1) of PFA, and the property of the nonzero µ i 's are compatible with each other, the Lipschitz property of κ σ will imply that
converges to ϕ m (t; v * ) in probability. In other words, the plug-in estimatorπ = ϕ m (t;v * ) will consistently estimate π.
Theorem 3 Let π ∈ (0, 1) be independent of m and suppose (5) holds. If the assumptions of Theorem 1 hold with 0 < δ 1 < 2 −1 , and lim m→∞ µ * √ 2 log m = ∞, thenπ = ϕ m √ 2γ log m;v * withv * in (10) and any γ ∈ (0, 1) consistently estimates π, where
It is immediately seen from Theorem 3 that the consistency ofπ does not require that of η (i.e.,ŵ) orβ and thatπ may not be consistent for Z with an arbitrary pair µ and Σ as its mean vector and correlation matrix.
Implementation of New Estimator
In this section, we present the implementation ofπ = ϕ m (t;v * ). PFA is easily implemented by the spectral decomposition of Σ and then choosing
with some δ ∈ (0, 1), say, δ = 0.5. After setting up the PFA, we then implement the CPPLS using the MCP in (9) with a = 3.7. Specifically, we solve the equivalent problem
via alternating optimization (e.g., Bezdek and Hathaway, 2002) through the following steps:
1. Set j = 0 and initializew
2. Use the R package sparsenet of Mazumder et al. (2011) to compute the solution path
ordered λ values automatically set by sparsenet, whereβ
, where z is the observation from Z.
4. Set j to be j + 1. Repeat steps 2. and 3. until l (j+1) − l (j) < τ * with τ * = 10 −5 ,
Suppose a local minimizerθ = β T ,ŵ T has been found, we computev * = z − Gŵ as in (10). To implement the last step, i.e., the Fourier transform in (18), forπ, we use the triangular density ω (x) = (1 − |x|) 1 {|x|≤1} and adapt the R codes of Jin (2008) to accommodate (13) and (14) since a −1 j are not equal to each other. The adapted codes are then applied to the components ofv * to estimate π.
NUMERICAL STUDIES 6.1 Estimators of π to Compare
Denote byπ * the variant
By the duality between π and π 0 = 1 − π, we will transform an estimatorπ 0 of π 0 intô π = 1 −π 0 , and compareπ andπ * withπ B = 1 −π B 0 wherê Wang et al. (2011) . It should be noted thatπ W was claimed by its developers to be robust to dependence. We did not compare 1 −π or 1 −π * (as estimators of π 0 ) with those in Storey et al. (2004) and Efron (2010) since the R packages that implement these two directly broke down with error messages when applied to our simulations.
Simulation Setup
Set m = 2000. For each (π, µ * ) ∈ {0.1, ..., 0.5} × {3, 1, 0.45}, execute the following:
Step 1. For the mean vector µ ∈ R m , set
The signs of µ j for m 0 + 1 ≤ j ≤ m are generated from m 1 = mπ independent Bernoulli random variables each taking values ±1 with equal probability.
Step 2. Generate ε = (ε 1 , ..., ε m+3 ) T from N m+3 (0, I).
Step 3. Pick one of the 4 types of covariance dependence:
• Equal Corr.: set Σ = ρI+(1 − ρ) 11 T with ρ = 0.5 and generate
where 1 is a column vector of 1's.
• 3 Factors:
Step 4. Set Z * = (Z * 1 , ..., Z * m ) T and Z = µ + Z * ; generate an observation z from Z and use each of the five estimatorsπ described in Section 6.1 to estimate π based on z.
Step 5. Repeat Steps 1. to 4. 100 times.
We remark that the types of covariance dependence are almost identical to the corresponding types considered in Fan et al. (2012a) .
Summary of Results from Simulation Study
A good estimatorπ is claimed if it is no larger than the true value π (in order to maintain conservative FDR control), and has smaller bias and standard deviation (i.e., is more accurate and stable). We omit reporting the performance ofπ L since it is always close to 1. Figure 1 visualizes the performances of four competing estimators of π, and Table 1 records the biases and sample standard deviations (std dev) of these estimators for the case µ * = 3, where it can be seen thatπ is the overall best. Results for µ * ∈ {1, 0.45} are given in Appendix B and Appendix C, and those for µ * ∈ {0.5, 0.01} but only two types of dependence are available in Chen and Doerge (2012) .
It should be noted that the conditions in Theorem 3 are not all satisfied by our simulation settings. Write ζ = (ζ 1 , ..., ζ m ) T for which ζ = µ + η. Due to the use of PFA, the conditional means ζ j and the dependence between componentsv j of the estimatev * = z−Gŵ are the essential factors that affect the performances ofπ andπ * . To ensure the oracle property of ϕ √ 2γ log m for γ ∈ (0, 1), a sufficient condition for the consistency of the FT-based estimator in Jin (2008) , which is also valid forπ * andπ, is that the effective minimal signal size
which is κ * ≈ 0.52 when m = 2000.
Clearly, the requirement (19) is not met in all our simulations; see Figure 2 for the magnitudes of the ξ's. The reason for ξ < κ * is that, for the marginal means µ j , even though µ * is relatively large, ξ obtained from the conditional means ζ j can be very small due to the randomness of w and G. Further, the minimum α of the nonzerov * j 's as the inputs to the FT in (18) can be much smaller than κ * and this creates additional difficulty in estimating π; see also Figure 2 . Applied even to such weak signals (i.e., small nonzero (conditional) means), the FT-based estimatorsπ andπ * are able to perform well overall.
We remark that our simulations for µ * = 0.45 in Appendix C and µ * ∈ {0.5, 0.01} in Chen and Doerge (2012) supplement Experiment (a) in Jin (2008) which in our notations is m = 10 5 , µ * ∈ {0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.25} and κ * = 0.5092. In other words, in this experiment of Jin, µ * ≈ or > κ * holds, but in these simulations of ours µ * < κ * and the involved normal random errors are WDHN; see Figure 4 and Figure 6 . Our simulation results add to the evidence that FT-based estimators of π are able to perform reasonably well in the regime of weak and sparse signals. a) The new estimatorπ and its variantπ * are the overall best, andπ L is the worst which is always very close to 1. b) When the signals are strong, i.e., µ * is large, the new estimatorπ is the best. In contrast,π W is unstable and often larger than π, as is the quantile-based estimator π B . The reason for the superior performance ofπ in this case is that large µ * induces relatively larger signals to be fed into the FT-based estimators of π. c) When the signals are rare and weak, i.e., both π and µ * small, the variantπ * of the new estimatorπ is the best, sinceπ * uses amplified signals inv + and the FT-based estimators are able to detect the existence of fairly weak signals. In this case, the competing estimators (toπ * ) are unstable and may give erroneously estimates much larger or smaller than π, withπ W being the second worst. d) When the signals are dense and weak, i.e., π large but µ * small,π B is the winner and the variantπ * the second best. The reason for the better performance ofπ B in this case may be that overall more information on the distribution of nonzero normal means is available to the quantile-based estimatorπ B even though every bit of the available information is weak.
Application to SNP Data
We apply the new estimator of π to a genome-wide association study in the identification of expression quantitative trait locus (eQTL) using the expression levels of the gene CCT8.
This study has already been conducted by Fan et al. (2012a) , where interested readers can find more details on the data and the statistical models applied correspondingly. In this study, the vector of test statistics T i are assumed to be jointly normally distributed
, where µ contains certain regression coefficients and Σ is the sample correlation matrix of the design matrix that codes the SNPs at different locations in the genome. Further, the two-sided p-value p i of each Z i is thresholded such that p i ≤ t for some pre-specified t ∈ [0, 1] implies that a SNP at locus i is associated with the gene expression level. The multiple testing problem involved is equivalent to testing which of the µ i 's in µ = (µ 1 , ..., µ m ) T are zero.
Specifically, we only pick the formatted SNP and gene expression data for the central Europeans (CEU) provided by the R package pfa (which gives m = 1128), since the em-
for the CEU data is roughly N 1 0.12, 1.22 2 , which suggests certain dependence among the Z i 's but not drastic deviation from N 1 (0, 1); see Figure 5 of Fan et al. (2012a) . We applied the same statistical procedures in Fan et al. (2012a) to analyze the CEU data, except that we focused on the estimation of π. The package pfa by default estimates π 0 by applying the estimator
in Storey et al. (2004) with λ as the 40% quantile of the distribution of the p-values
We applied this procedure to the adjusted p-values {p i } m i=1 for which the dependence has been adjusted by the package pfa, and we hadπ F = 0 as an estimated π. We appliedπ
and also obtainedπ =π * = 0. This is consistent withπ F after the dependence among {Z i } m i=1 has been adjusted (or removed).
Discussion
To induce better adaptive FDR procedures for multiple testing which components of a normal random vector have zero means, we have developed a consistent estimator of the proportion of components with nonzero means when their correlation matrix is known but represents certain types of strong dependence. As by-products of developing this estimator, we have established the existence and property of a concave partially penalized least squares estimate with weakly dependent normal random errors, and extended the Fourier transform method to estimate this proportion in Jin (2008) 
of an MTP R based on p-values, when Σ is block-diagonal and the null components of the major vector in the PFA have diminishing variances; see equations (25) to (28) et al. (2012a) can also be the BH procedure when the Monte Carlo simulation needed to compute its FDR is time consuming. However, as is widely agreed, the power of the BH procedure and that of the local FDR procedure can be improved by incorporating a good estimator of π 0 = 1 − π, and this is one of the motivations of this study. Replacing π (or π 0 ) with the new estimatorπ (or 1 −π) in these situations completes the usage ofπ for multiple testing under dependence.
Our estimator of π is essentially equivalent to estimating π directly from the test statistics after they are adjusted for dependence. However, due to nature that π is invariant under nonzero scaling of the normal means, under the permutation of the indices of the means that keeps π unchanged, or under an inaccurate estimate of Σ (except that the signal-to-noise ratio may be affected), our estimator provides an easier and more robust way than the routine practice of accurately estimating the (principal) factors w * , mean vector µ and covariance matrix Σ, adjust for the dependence among the test statistics, and then conventionally estimate π based on the adjusted p-values, as done in, e.g., Leek
and Storey (2008), Friguet et al. (2009) and Fan et al. (2012a) .
Such invariance of π also makes possible the implementation of our estimator using an estimate of Σ even without high precision rather than Σ itself. In other words, in order to implement the new estimator, we can potentially use an estimateΣ of Σ that is obtained by methods of matrix estimation (e.g., Bickel and Levina, 2008; Fan et al., 2013) beyond their justified scopes of application. Consequently, the need for the true Σ in order to implement the new estimator can possibly be removed. We will leave to future the exploration on the robustness of the new estimator, adaptive FDR procedures and other statistical procedures to the inaccuracy of certain estimated quantities.
A Proofs

A.1 Proof of Theorem 1
Let sgn be the sign function. It is easy to see thatμ = (μ 1 , ...,μ m )
It is left to pickμ and aλ such that η − η = O m δ 1 .
Let E 1 = {max 1≤i≤m |v i | ≤ γ m }, where we recall that v i 's are components of v. Note
So, P (E 1 ) = 1 + o (1). Hereunder, we condition our arguments on the event E 1 and do not mention explicitly when a proposition holds with probability approaching to 1 (abbreviated as "wpa-1").
On the other hand,
Definitely, we can setÎ 1 and aλ such that Î 1 ≥ 1, lim
This, with the finiteness of µ * , implies i∈Î 1
Similarly, we can setÎ 0 such that Î 0 ≥ 1 and
With the above choice ofÎ 0 ,Î 1 and aλ, we obtain
By the assumptions, we have η − η = O m δ 1 . The proof is completed.
A.2 Proof of Theorem 2
Lets 
where we recall
where χ j is the complex conjugate of χ j . Therefore,
where (·) denotes the real part.
for someĉ ij is strictly between 0 and ±c ij , we see that, for each fixed t and ζ,
Therefore,
for some generic constants M > 0 (whose value can vary at different occurrences), where we have used (5) and (6). On the other hand, cos (tζv * i ) = cos (tζµ i ) − tζv i sin (tζṽ * i ) for someṽ * i strictly between µ i and v * i , and
So,
where p m tζ, a (1) is defined by (16). From
we see that (15) holds with probability at least 1 −ε −2 p m tζ, a ( (1) log m dζ = 1, where we have used the dominated convergence theorem (DCT). Thus, (17) holds. This completes the proof.
A.3 Proof of Theorem 3
Let t * = √ 2γ log m and ϕ m (t;v * ) =φ m (t; v * ) =φ m (t). By the decomposition ϕ m (t * ;v * )− π = r 1 + r 2 + r 3 , where r 1 = ϕ m (t * ;v * ) − ϕ m (t * ; v * ) , r 2 = ϕ m (t * ; v * ) − ϕ (t * ), and
for j ∈ I * 1 and lim
Clearly,
Since the assumptions of Theorem 1 hold with 0 < δ 1 < 2 −1 , we have
Thus, r 1 = o P (1). This completes the proof. The excess d (π) =π −π of an estimatorπ of π when the minimum of the nonzero normal means µ * = 1, where the dashed line marksπ = π. "New" denotesπ, "NewA"π * , "Benjamini"π B and "SLIM"π W . It can been seen thatπ * is the best when π is small whereasπ B is the best when π is large. "New" denotesπ, "NewA" π * , "Benjamini"π B and "SLIM"π W . It can been seen thatπ * is the best when π is small whereasπ B is the best when π is large. is the best when π is large.
